
Childhood bacterial meningitis may be of interest to measure FDP
concentrations in the CSF of patients
with meningitis to observe whether there

Sir: A recent report described several is a correlation between high or increasing
cases of childhood bacterial meningitis levels of FDP and the onset of compli-
with complications.' In this series, the levels such as the infa con.
incidence of cerebral infarction was highRHchrc
and factors possibly implicated in the .
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aetiology of this complication were Neurosurteno
discussed. Further consideration of this Neurosurgery
serious sequel to meningitis may be of
interest.

Elevated levels of fibrin(ogen) degrada-
tion products (FDP) in the cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) of patients suffering from viral
or bacterial meningitis have been ob- References
served.2 In cases with complications
(including one case with hemiplegia), lSnyder RD, Stovring J, Cushing AH et al.
elevated levels of FDP persisted in the Cerebral infarction in childhood bac-
elevated leveralsfDpeerssThed inthers terial meningitis. J Neurol Neurosurg
CSF for several weeks. The authors Psychiatry 1981;44:581-5.
concluded the origin of the FDP to be 2 Brueton MJ, Breeze GR, Stuart J.
either the serum, with leakage into the Fibrin-fibrinogen degradation products
CSF via a blood-CSF barrier damaged by in cerebrospinal fluid. J Clin Path 1976;
inflammation, or from arteries damaged 29:341-4.
directly, as a consequence of the asso- 3 Hunter R, Thomson T, Reynolds CM et
ciated arteritis. Others, however, have al. Fibrin/fibrinogen degradation pro-
suggested nervous tissue damage to be the ducts in cerebrospinal fluid of patients
source.3the admitted to a psychiatric unit. J Neurol

source.3 Neurosurg Psychiatry 1974;37:249-51.
Whatever the origin of FDP in the CSF, 4Larrieu MJ. Action of fibrinogen degrada-

these substances may play a crucial role in tion products and fibrin monomer
the pathogenesis of cerebral infarction. soluble complexes on platelet aggrega-
FDP are known to have several biological tion: in Verstraete M, Vermylen J,
actions. They may increase platelet Donati MB, eds. Fibrinogen degradation
aggregation ;4 they potentiate the action products: Scand. J Haematol (Suppil 13),
of many substances including peptides5 on Copenhagen: Munksgaard: 1971 273-9.
smootmuslead inaddiion o an

Buluk K, Malofiejew M. The pharmaco-smooth muscle and in addition to an logical properties of fibrinogen degrada-
independent contractile effect on human tion products. Br J Pharmacol 1969 ;35:
intracranial arteries, they enhance the 79-89.
effect of 5-hydroxytryptamine.6 FDP have 6 Lye RH, Paul KS, Forster C et al. The
also been shown to increase micro- effect of fibrin(ogen) degradation pro-
vascular permeability-an effect abolished ducts on human basilar artery prepa-
by $-receptor agonists,7 suggesting a pos- rations: possible role in the aetiology of

sible therapeutic role for such drugs. cerebral arterial spasm. J Neurosurg (in
It seems possible that FDP play a 7Gerdin B, Saldeen T. Effect of fibrin

central role in the pathogenesis of a degradation products on microvascular
variety of conditions in which cerebral permeability. Thromb Res 1978;13:
arterial spasm may occur. If this is so, it 995-1006.

Whole blood and plasma viscosity
determinations even at elevated shear
rates using the Brookfield or another
adequate rotational viscometer, appear
definitely more reliable that any deforma-
bility test so far developed. In our paper
we have only claimed that relative
viscosity, namely the ratio between whole
blood and plasma viscosity, appeared
increased in patients with multiple
sclerosis indicating probably that red
blood cell deformability was decreased.
Of course this is true only if one admits
the existence of a relationship between
relative viscosity and red cell deforma-
bility.2 The possibility that steroid therapy
might have affected significantly the vis-
cosity determinations seems remote. In a
group of patients with long standing
Cushing's syndrome we have failed to
show any significant change of whole
blood or plasma viscosity.3
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